My “Other” Hobby
by Kimber McGray
Jillibean Soup Products
Soup Staples II Pattern Paper (Gray Salt, Navy Salt,
Turquoise Salt, Green Salt, Navy Salt, Pink Salt)
Small Kraft Tags (3)
Alphabeans (Newberg Navy, Yam Yellow)
Soup Labels (Homemade 6 Bean)
Bakers Twine (Navy/Red, Olive/Mustard)
Epoxy Buttons (Game Day Chili, Chicken Dumpling Soup)
Cool Beans Buttons (Orchard, Vintage)
Supplies Needed
Scissors
Adhesive and Foam Adhesive Squares
White Gel Pen
Natural Twine
Stapler
Corner Rounder, Heart Punch
White Cardstock (12x12)
Brown Pen
To Make Layout:
Step One
Cut a piece of Grey Salt pattern paper to 8½” x 11” for
the base. Cut a piece of white cardstock 8”x 10½” and
adhere over Grey pattern paper base. Save the scrap
white cardstock for your frames.

Step Five
Tie twine in the holes of the three small kraft tags. Adhere the
tags to the layout as shown. Trim off any tags that hang over the
Step Two
edges of the layout. With a white gel pen, add journaling and
Cut a 7½” 10¼” piece of Navy Salt pattern paper, round faux stitching to the tags.
all corners and adhere to the center of the layout with
foam adhesive squares.
Step Six
Step Three
Cut a 7½” x 2” strip of Green Salt pattern paper, a
7½”x 6” strip of Turquoise Salt pattern paper and a
7½” x 1” strip of Yellow Salt pattern paper. Adhere to
the Navy pattern paper layer as shown.
Step Four
Using the template, cut out two polaroid frames. Adhere
photos behind the openings in the frames and trim away
excess photo. Place title on the bottom of one of the
frames with Alphabeans. Adhere frames to the front of
the layout with foam adhesive squares, as shown.

Thread the buttons with Bakers Twine and adhere to the front
of the layout with foam adhesive squares, as shown.
Step Seven
Add two Soup Labels stickers to the layout, as shown - one on
the 2nd polaroid frame and the other on the bottom, left kraft
tag.

Step Eight
Punch a few hearts from the Pink Salt pattern paper. Add a few
accents with a stapler as shown and then adhere the hearts to
the layout as shown.

For more great ideas and inspiration, please visit us at jillibean-soup.com

Polaroid Template
by Kimber McGray
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